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Abstract. Many algorithms for online signature verification using mul-
tiple features have been proposed. Recently it has been argued that pen
pressure, azimuth, and altitude can cause instability and deteriorate the
performance. Algorithms without pen pressure and inclination features
outperformed with them in SVC2004. However, we previously found that
these features improved the performance in evaluations using our private
database. The effectiveness of the features thus depended on the algo-
rithm. Therefore, we re-evaluated our algorithm using the same database
as used in SVC2004 and discuss the effectiveness of pen pressure, azimuth
and altitude. Experimental results show that even though these features
are not so effective when they are used by themselves, they improved
the performance when used in combination with other features. When
pen pressure and inclination features were considered, an EER of 3.61%
was achieved, compared to an EER of 5.79% when these features were
not used.

Keywords: Online signature verification, Pen pressure, Pen azimuth,
Pen altitude, Fusion, SVC2004.

1 Introduction

Recently, the renewed interest in biometric authentication has resulted in its ap-
plication to many situations. Several biometric authentication methods have been
proposed and studied; however, no perfect method currently exists. The suitability
of the method depends on the situation, as well as the required security level. On-
line signature verification is a promising candidate as an authentication method
for several reasons. First, handwritten signatures are widely accepted as the au-
thentication method in many countries for various purposes, such as authorizing
credit card and banking transactions and signing agreements and legal documents.
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Second, because online signature verification can incorporate dynamic informa-
tion about the handwritten signature, it can often achieve higher performance
than static signatures[1]. Moreover, since it is difficult to extract dynamic infor-
mation from a static signature, it is more difficult to forge. Finally, a person can
modify his or her signature if it is stolen. This is a notable feature because phys-
iological biometrics such as fingerprints or irises cannot be modified or renewed.
Therefore, online signature verification is a promising candidate as an authenti-
cation method. However, online signature verification is not perfect, and it is im-
portant to develop algorithms that can achieve high performance.

Many algorithms have been proposed for online signature verification, using
multiple features acquired using various types of devices. Some special devices[2]–
[4] and techniques[5] for doing so have been proposed; however, popular devices
for online signature verification are tablets (graphic tablets), Tablet PCs, and
PDAs. The features that can be obtained depend on the type of device; for
example, only pen position and pen up/down information are available using
PDAs, whereas pen pressure features are also available when using Tablet PCs.
Moreover, some tablets can acquire pen inclination information, like pen altitude
and azimuth. Some public databases for online signature verification, for ex-
ample, BIOMET[6], MCYT[7], and SVC[8], were prepared using data captured
from tablets. Thus, information about pen position, pen pressure, pen altitude,
and pen azimuth is available1 Researchers who use these databases generally
use all of the information in the database[9]–[14]. However, it has argued that
using the pressure, azimuth, and altitude can cause instability and deteriorate
the performance [8][15]-[17].

The First International Signature Verification Competition (SVC) was held
in 2004; there were two tasks in the competition, Task 1 and Task 2. Partici-
pants could use pen position, pressure, azimuth, and altitude in Task 2, though
only pen position and pen up/down information were available in Task 1. The
results of Task 1 outperformed those of Task 2[8]. As a result, some researchers
have stopped using pen pressure,[15], pen altitude, and pen azimuth[16] or
have expressed concern about using pen inclination features[17]. On the other
hand, some researchers have proposed algorithms taking account of pen incli-
nation features and reported improved performance[18]–[20]. We also reported
improved performance using pen pressure and inclination features[14]. However,
the databases used by researchers for evaluation were not same. Thus, we evalu-
ated an algorithm using the same database as that used in SVC2004 and report
the results in this paper.

We performed several experiments, and the results show that our algorithm
could improve the performance from an equal error rate (EER) of 5.79% to
3.61% for user-dependent threshold parameters, and from 12.67 % to 10.15 %
for a global threshold parameter by using pen pressure, altitude, and azimuth
features. Thus, the effectiveness of using these features depends on the type of
algorithm.

1 Information about pen pressure, pen altitude, and pen azimuth were not made avail-
able in Task 1 of the SVC database.
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Fig. 1. Overall algorithm

2 The Algorithm

Figure 1 depicts our algorithm for online signature verification. There are three
phases in the algorithm:

(i) Training phase
Signatures for training are provided in the training phase. After preprocessing

and feature extraction, multiple distances between the training signatures are
calculated. Parameters of a fusion model are estimated by using the distances
from the training signatures.
(ii) Enrollment phase

In the enrollment phase, candidates of reference signatures are provided, to-
gether with the identity of the users (signers). After preprocessing and feature
extraction, reference signatures are selected.
(iii) Verification phase

In the verification phase, a signature under question, with a claimed identity, is
provided. After preprocessing and feature extraction, multiple distances between
the signature under question and the reference signatures are calculated. Then,
these multiple distances are combined in the fusion model and a decision is
made.

The training, enrollment, and verification phases involve all or some of the
following stages: (a) data acquisition, (b) pre-processing, (c) feature extraction,
(d) enrollment, (e) similarity/distance calculation, (f) model generation, and
(g) decision making. The boundaries between the stages are not rigid; there-
fore, one stage can be included in another stage. Only the feature extraction,
distance calculation, and decision making stages are explained in this paper.
Details of our signature verification algorithm were given in reference[11] and
reference[14].
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of pen pressure. Bottom: Trajecto-
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2.1 Feature Extraction

Raw data from the tablet consists of five-dimensional time-series data:

Signature = (x(j), y(j), p(j), ψ(j), φ(j)) (1)
j = 1, 2, ......, J

Here, (x(j), y(j)) is the pen position; p(j), the pen pressure; ψ(j), the azimuth;
and φ(j), the altitude of the pen at time j (depicted in Figs. 2 and 3).
The following features are extracted from the raw data.

X(j) =
x(j) − xg

xmax − xmin
(2)

Y (j) =
y(j) − yg

ymax − ymin
(3)

|V |(j) =
√
V 2
x (j) + V 2

y (j) (4)

θV (j) = tan−1 Vy(j)
Vx(j)

(5)

where Vx(j) = X(j + 1) −X(j), Vy(j) = Y (j + 1) − Y (j)

where (xg , yg) is the centroid of the signature, and xmin, ymin and xmax, ymax
are the minimum and maximum values of x(j), y(j). In addition to the above
features, pen pressure p(j), azimuth ψ(j), and altitude φ(j) are used as features.
Although other features proposed in reference[16][21]-[23] can be useful, our goal
is to discuss the effectiveness of pen pressure, azimuth, and altitude. Thus, we
use only seven features in this paper.
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2.2 Distance Calculation

Our approach calculates multiple distances from multiple features using dynamic
programming. The distance of each feature was calculated independently. Thus,
the distance vector between two signatures, Rsig and Sig, is

Dist(Rsig, Sig) = (DX , DY , D|V |, DθV , Dp, Dψ, Dφ). (6)

2.3 Decision Making

Our fusion model calculates the following score:

Score(Sig; ID) =
M∑
m=1

f(X(RsigIDm , Sig),MeanID;Θ), (7)

where M is a number of reference signatures and X is the input vector to the
fusion model, described by

X ( RsigIDm , Sig)

= (
D1(RsigIDm , Sig)

Z1Tm
, ..,

Di(RsigIDm , Sig)
ZiTm

, ..,
DN(RsigIDm , Sig)

ZNTm
. (8)

Here,Di is a distance calculated with the ith feature, Tm is the duration of the ref-
erence signature,Zi is a normalization constant calculated from a training dataset,
and N is a dimension of input vector X . MeanID is a mean vector defined by

MeanID = (meanID1 , ..,meanIDi , ..,meanIDN ) (9)

meanIDi =
1
M2

M∑
m=1

M∑
n=1

Di(RsigIDm , RsigIDn)
ZiTm

, (10)

and Θ is a parameter set for the fusion model estimated from the training
dataset.

A final decision is made by the following rule:

Signature is
{

Accept if Score(Sig; ID) ≥ Threshold(c)
Reject if Score(Sig; ID) < Threshold(c) (11)

where c is a parameter for adjusting the threshold value.

3 Experiments

Two experiments are described in this paper:

(i) Experiment 1: Performance evaluation of each distance from a feature; and
(ii) Experiment 2: Performance evaluation of fusion models that combine differ-
ent distances.
The following three databases were used for evaluating the performance:
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BIOMET
This database was collected by Garcia-Salicetti et al.[6]. From this database,
signatures for 61 persons were used in our experiments. For each person, five
genuine signatures were used as reference signatures, and ten genuine signatures
from a second session and twelve skillfully forged signatures were used for eval-
uation. This database was used for training the parameters of the fusion model
in Experiment 2 and was used for evaluation only in Experiment1.

MCYT
This database was collected by Ortega-Garcia et al.[7]. Signatures from 100
persons were used for evaluation in our experiments. For each person, five genuine
signatures were used as reference signatures, and twenty genuine signatures and
twenty-five skillfully forged signatures were used for evaluation.

SVC
This database was collected by Yeung et al.[8] and was used for the First In-
ternational Signature Verification Competition. This database is formed of two
databases for task 1 and task 2. In task 2, pen position, pressure, and inclination
features are available, whereas in task 1, only pen position and pen up/down
features are available. Five genuine signatures randomly selected from a first
session were used as reference signatures, and ten genuine signatures from a
second session and twenty skillfully forged signatures were used for evaluation
in one experiment. We considered ten combinations of five genuine signatures
as reference signatures, and performed ten experiments while changing only the
reference signatures. These were the same conditions as in the competition and
the study described in reference[24].

3.1 Experiment 1

The three public databases described above, BIOMET, MCYT, and SVC (task 1
and task 2), were used to evaluate the performance. To evaluate the effectiveness
of each feature, a one-dimensional distance score was calculated:

D′(Sig; ID, i) =
1
M

M∑
m=1

Di(RsigIDm , Sig)
Tm

. (12)

Table 1. EER for each distance measure (global threshold parameter)

No. Feature MCYT BIOMET SVC (task 1) SVC (task 2)

1 X 10.5 9.39 24.1 22.6
2 Y 7.7 9.54 17.8 20.2
3 |V | 7.2 7.32 16.9 16.9
4 θV 7.8 6.57 16.1 17.6
7 P 16.1 23.24 - 24.6
8 ψ 23.3 21.41 - 31.6
9 φ 27.0 24.58 - 32.2
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Then, a decision was made based on

Signature =
{
Accept if D′(Sig; ID, i) < ThresholdDi(c)
Reject if D′(Sig; ID.i) ≥ ThresholdDi(c)

. (13)

The experimental results are summarized in Table 1. The pen altitude and az-
imuth did not produce good results; pressure was better than both altitude and
azimuth but was worse than pen position and velocity features.

3.2 Experiment2

The BIOMET database was used for training the fusion model parameters, and
the MCYT and SVC (task 1 and task 2) databases were used for evaluation.

Table 2. EER of fusion model

Threshold User-dependent Global

Feature set MCYT SVC SVC MCYT SVC SVC

(task 1) (task 2) (task 1) (task 2)

Setting 1 3.05 7.46 10.7 6.30 15.04 15.38
Setting 2 2.23 4.74 5.79 4.91 11.67 12.67
Setting 3 1.75 - 5.45 3.93 - 10.35
Setting 4 1.89 - 4.57 4.32 - 11.58
Setting 5 2.29 - 4.32 4.50 - 11.52
Setting 6 1.50 - 4.56 3.52 - 10.38
Setting 7 1.75 - 4.30 3.58 - 10.38
Setting 8 2.00 - 3.53 4.44 - 10.69
Setting 9 1.57 - 3.61 3.72 - 10.15

Fig. 4. Error trade-off curves of fusion model for MCYT and SVC (task 2) databases
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The following combinations of distances were evaluated:

Setting 1: Dist = (DX , DY )
Setting 2: Dist = (DX , DY , D|V |, DθV )
Setting 3: Dist = (DX , DY , D|V |, DθV , DP )
Setting 4: Dist = (DX , DY , D|V |, DθV , Dψ)
Setting 5: Dist = (DX , DY , D|V |, DθV , Dφ)
Setting 6: Dist = (DX , DY , D|V |, DθV , DP , Dψ)
Setting 7: Dist = (DX , DY , D|V |, DθV , DP , Dφ)
Setting 8: Dist = (DX , DY , D|V |, DθV , Dψ, Dφ)
Setting 9: Dist = (DX , DY , D|V |, DθV , DP , Dψ, Dφ)

Equal error rates were obtained with both user-dependent threshold parameters
and a global threshold parameter (results summarized in Table 2). EER was
calculated using the methods of Fingerprint Verification Competition (FVC)[25].
Figure4 shows the error trade-off curve of Setting 2 and Setting 9 for the MCYT
and SVC (task 2) databases with a global threshold parameter. An error trade-off
curve shows the relation between false rejection rate (FRR) and false acceptance
rate (FAR). Judging from the results of Settings 2, 3, 4, and 5, pen pressure,
azimuth, and altitude features contributed to improved performance.

4 Conclusion

We evaluated our online signature verification algorithm using the BIOMET,
MCYT, and SVC public databases. It has recently been argued that pen pres-
sure, azimuth, and altitude can cause instability and deteriorate the performance
of online signature verification, because an algorithm that used only pen position
features won a previous competition (SVC2004). We evaluated our algorithm us-
ing the same databases that were used for that competition. Our experimental
results show that, by incorporating both pen pressure and inclination features,
we could improve the performance from EER of 5.79% to 3.61% for SVC task 2
with user-dependent threshold parameters, and from EER of 12.67% to 10.15%
with a global threshold parameter . Even though these features are not so ef-
fective when they are used by themselves, they improved the performance when
used together with other features. Moreover, our results outperformed the best
result published on the SVC website2 and reported in [24].

We only evaluated a few features in this study; combinations of many more
features, such as those proposed in references[16][21]-[23], should improve the
performance. Also, more efficient score normalization algorithm will be neces-
sary because the difference between user-dependent threshold parameters and
a global threshold parameter was large. This will be the subject of our future
work.

2 http://www.cs.ust.hk/svc2004/results-EER2.html
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